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Abstract:

Thomas Kuhn’s *Structure of Scientific Revolutions* (1962) proposes a theory of knowledge—science undergoes periodic paradigm shifts—that has been hotly debated by historians, philosophers, and sociologists. After Kuhn, postmodernists have interpreted paradigm shifts and their incommensurability to mean that there is no 'truth' in science, that science is only a reflection of its historical socio-cultural environment. Others believe science accumulates slowly by logical steps based on prior knowledge rather than radical reformulations. Previous tests of the theory, or of any historical theory of science, tend to be archival, comparing rhetoric, subjective, or anecdotal. Recent statistical tests consider the age at which scientists generate breakthrough innovations to see if the age profile undergoes sharp transitions during paradigm shifts.

Understanding the laws governing science and knowledge accumulation has long been a goal of social scientists. Economic historians and growth economists have asked why some societies are technologically creative. The present economics of science literature, however, with a few exceptions, mainly studies the economic incentives that scientists face. I focus on testing Kuhn’s paradigm shifts hypothesis because it appears to be basis of postmodernists’ constructionist claims on science, a controversy that has spilled onto the popular press. To say paradigms are incommensurate means concepts and theories in different paradigms are mutually unintelligible and hence not objectively comparable. Whether knowledge accumulation experiences periodic extinctions also tests a recent theoretical model of knowledge accumulation that distinguishes between recombinant growth and branching growth, which has a computable probability of extinction.

I construct a citation ‘tree’ (formally, a graph) where each node is a paper connected to all the papers it cites and the papers that cite it. Then, just as in evolutionary biology where a species tree has branches that get sparse or chopped off during times of mass extinctions, I look for similar events in citation trees (Figure 1). Patent citations have been used as measure of creative destruction in economic growth. Network analysis traces intellectual networks among academics across generations. I build on these two literatures in my
methodology. The first method clusters disciplines into bushes, implementing the MCL (Markov cluster) algorithm and then marks the time at which bushes end (the year of the last article in the bush). Since natural clusters (bushes) in a graph are characterized by the presence of many edges between members of that cluster, the number of paths between two arbitrary nodes within this cluster should be high relative to node pairs lying in different natural clusters. In other words, random walk on the graph will infrequently go from one natural cluster to another, based on graph transition probability estimates. The MCL algorithm uses a bootstrapping procedure to compute probabilities of random walks through the use of stochastic matrices. The second method treats each citation as a fossil imprint. The idea is that the impact of each paper is marked in subsequent citations, so the time of extinction is the last time it is cited. I look for periods of extinctions rising above a background rate of extinction. I do not distinguish between positive and negative citations since the vast majority of citations in scientific journals are positive.

I compare linguistics, geology, and comparative literature trees. Chomsky and plate tectonics are commonly held to have triggered paradigm shifts in linguistics and geology, whereas both participants and observers would agree that comparative literature (literary criticism) is not a “science.” If these trees are identical in a statistically meaningful way, then this would be informative: either no paradigm shifts with any degree of incommensurability can be detected or ‘fads’ in the non-sciences look identical to purported paradigm shifts in the sciences, testing the constructionist claim that all forms of knowledge accumulate similarly. If only the linguistics and geology trees look like they undergo paradigm shifts, this may help determine reasonable parameters for speed and quantities of extinction (i.e. how fast is fast and how many is catastrophic) when examining larger trees, such as physics.

Using databases from the ISI Web of Science, I construct citation trees that date from 2001 back until 1945 for geology (constituting 10,458 articles), 1956 for linguistics (constituting 9,249 articles), and 1975 for comparative literature (constituting 6,892 articles). I restrict to top journals selected by academics in the field to reduce the possibility of the periphery dominating the center; to test the sensitivity of the results to this restriction, I also obtain a 70% sample (42 of 59 journals), constituting 49,972 articles, for linguistics. Patent citation data was downloaded from NBER, constituting 2,088,795 patents from 1975 to 1999.

The results for linguistics, geology, and comparative literature are displayed in Figures 2A-2C. The first striking contrast can be seen here. Comparative literature (Figure 2A) shows a roughly constant rate of extinction across time with the exception of a sharp spike at 1990. Geology (Figure 2B) and linguistics (Figure 2C) are very different. Conversations within bushes continue until the very end of the timeframe, where censoring sharply increases the number of extinctions. With fewer journals, there may be fewer connections between ideas even when they really should exist. This gap in the record might artificially increase the rate of random extinctions. Using the linguistics 70% sample (Figure 2D), and keeping cluster size constant, the results are qualitatively the same.

I next investigate whether the findings are robust to changing cluster size. The smaller the cluster threshold given to the MCL algorithm, the finer it partitions the graph. Increasing cluster size for linguistics does not affect the qualitative results (Figure 3A). Decreasing the cluster size, on the other hand, makes the extinction profile much more noisy. Conversations are not allowed to continue across time much, so their extinctions will track more closely the number of articles (Figure 3B). The results for geology are the same (not shown). Since shrinking the
clusters in linguistics forced the dialogues to end arbitrarily, I consider whether the medium cluster size is too small and increasing the cluster size for comparative literature might qualitatively change the results, but it does not (Figure 4A). Only when the cluster size is shrunk, does the extinction profile change dramatically and track more closely with the number of articles (Figure 4B).

The broad picture for linguistics, geology, comparative literature, and patents using the second method is similar. In comparative literature, extinctions occur at a relatively constant rate (Figure 5A), whereas in linguistics, geology, and patent citations, extinctions occur massively at the end of the time period (Figures 5B-5D), despite a declining number of geology articles.

These results suggest that only literary criticism has paradigm shifts so incommensurate that ideas cannot converse across two different paradigms and that comparative literature may have a break with its past in 1990. The ratio of citations to articles is lower in comparative literature and extinctions are common. Remarkably, no sharp break could be detected in the linguistics data around 1964, when Chomsky introduced a purported paradigm shift, or anytime else. Conversations within branches continue until the end of the time period. Geology displays the same pattern as linguistics, despite a level or decreasing number of articles. Patent citations display the same pattern as geology and linguistics, suggesting that scientific fields may be distinguishable from non-scientific ones.

Definitive proof of progress in science need not rest on the existence of paradigm shifts or its lack. Yet given the lay and academic controversy surrounding whether science is merely magic or religion, equal in ‘truth’ status to any other discourse, I am unable to quantitatively detect paradigm shifts in scientific fields. I interpret this to mean that scientific ideas are able to communicate across purported paradigm shifts, in contrast to the notion of incommensurability introduced by Kuhn. Other scientists have reached this conclusion through archival analysis, which predicts multiple paradigms coexisting and competing, and Popper, who claimed science proceeds via gradual evolution.

One possible explanation for the difference for literary criticism is the field’s heavy reliance on books, which could introduce a bias in that articles cite outside the database and hence conversations would appear to end when they have not. This is akin to shrinking the number of clusters, however, and the reliance on books does not really explain why the distinctive pattern in literary criticism and sharp spike at 1990 remains when the cluster size is increased. Moreover, an empirical study of obsolescence of knowledge in different academic disciplines finds that English is remarkable in having very little obsolescence because people cite articles further in the past than in scientific disciplines. This fact makes the detection of paradigm shifts all the more surprising in comparative literature as compared to linguistics and geology.

Future research using this framework can investigate whether new branches arise when a branch splits in two or from cross-fertilization across several branches, whether likelihood of intellectual impact is a function of distance between the old ideas that are combined, when interdisciplinary work is productive with the goal of optimizing scientific progress. The method can also be adopted for other academic discourses to see what fields progress more like science and which do not. Studying the incommensurability of perspectives is of broad interest. The interchangeability of perspectives reappears in many moral philosophies. Understanding why scientific discourse has commensurability of perspectives might help policy-makers attain
that commensurability or interchangeability of perspectives for political and religious discourse as well, a source of present conflict.
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I was unable to use the MCL algorithm on the patent data due to its size.

The break in 1990 is possibly due to the rise in popularity of deconstructionism (Derrida) or postcolonial studies.


